
FUMC ESL 2-19-2018 High Intermediate Lesson 

Practice these 3 word combinations to review your AW and OY pronunciation. 

tall 	 toil 	 taught

ball 	 boil 	 bought

fall 	 foil 	 fought

brawl 	broil 	 brought

stall 	 soil 	 soy

ball	 boil	 boy


Read the sentences aloud, choosing the correct word. 

1. That boy (annoyed - enjoyed) the carnival.

2. Does Bill (annoy - enjoy) playing football?

3. The children who (annoyed - enjoyed) the teacher, were sent to the principal to be 

punished.

4. I try to (annoy - avoid) fights.

5. Don’t (appoint - disappoint) me to any position that requires long hours.

6. Don’t (appoint - disappoint) me by getting bad grades.

7. I don’t get the (joint - point) of this exercise.

8. It is a (joint - point) exercise with the Korean and American Navy.

9. I don’t feel like my (voice - choice) is being heard.

10. Make a good (voice - choice).

11. Marilyn has a lot of (poise - poison) for someone her age. She acts like an adult.

12. Joe’s bad attitude (poised - poisoned) the discussion.


Look at the vocabulary on page 124 and 125 of your OPD.  Fill in the blanks. 

1.Check out books at the __________________.

2.There is a trial at the _____________________.

3.Get something to eat at the ____________________.

4.Visit a sick friend at the _____________________.


5.Fill up your car at the _____________________.

6.Mail your letters at the _________________________.

7.Park your car in the _________________________.

8.Get your driver’s license at the _____________________________________.

9.Stay overnight in a room at the ______________________.


10.Deposit your money in an account at the ___________________________.

11.Catch a bus to Dallas at the _________________________.

12.Report a burglary at the _______________________.

13.Visit a lawyer at his office in the ______________________.




14.The gas station is at the corner of ___________ and __________________.

15.The name of the hotel is ______________________.

16.What kind of food does the restaurant serve?


17.The bus is picking up passengers on ____________________________.

18.The parking garage is next to __________________________.

19.The flag flies on top of ______________________________.

20.The name of the hospital is ________________________.

21.The emergency entrance is on ________________________.


22.The post office is across from the __________________.

23.The bank is next to the ______________________.

24.The Chinese restaurant is between the courthouse and the ___________________.


Discussion: 

1. What is convenient about your house/apartment?  What is inconvenient?

2. What do you wish your neighborhood had? (i.e. pool, playground, grocery store, 

sidewalks…)

3. Do you go downtown often? What do you do downtown?

4. Do you prefer to live in a busy area with lots of shops and restaurants or a quiet 

neighborhood?

5. Do you prefer to live in an area with lots of singles and young married couples? Or do you 

prefer a family neighborhood?

6. Is it important to live near bus and train routes?

7. Would you live in a high crime neighborhood if the rent was really cheap?

8. Are there many families with children that live near you?   Are there many older people in 

your neighborhood?

9. How many of your neighbors do you know?  Do you socialize with them?

10.Is there a neighborhood watch program in your neighborhood?

11.Do you feel safe in your neighborhood?

12.Have you had any problems with any of your neighbors?



